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Abstract: The hypernuolear formation in collisions of relativls-

tlo beams of ''He, 7Li, 120 and t9F with target of 1ZC Is calcu-

lated at energies used In the recent Dubna experiment. The

hyperfragments optimal for observation are pointed out and the

seooiidary (»*K*) formation is evaluated and found to be non-

negllglble.

t. Introduction

Hypernuclear physics in the last feu years is characterized

by application of new hypernucleus producing reactions and their

detailed atudles and because various reactions reveal various

properties to a different extent, they all constitute complemen-

tary parta which then, put together, reveal the rich variety of

hypernuolear world. It is thus very important, as experiments

are d i f f i cu l t , to make use of all data as fully as possible and

to optimalize the experiments theoretically in advanoe.

One suoh example Is the hypernuolear production by relatl-

vlstlc Ion collisions. For a decade, there has existed a single

measurement only [ 1 ] , which yielded ''o and Its life-time. The

latter value does not match well with those for other hypernuelel

taken by different methods. Theoretical studies [2,3] concent-

rated on Introducing a reliable model and exploring kinematics

for s ing le and double A-hypernuolet on targets interesting

theoretically.

There appeared, however, new measurements [<O producing Ĥ

and on C target. Under analysis are further data on jfC

tPermanent addresat Huolear Physics I n s t i t u t e , ResS/Prague ,
Czechoslovakia

and 'jJF hypernuolel [ 5 ] . As the interpolation to the above

species of theoretical calculations [31, which were made for p

and Ne targets, la too crude and would not disclose proper nature

or physloal effects , the new oaloulatlon In the coalescence

scheme has been performed to pertinently describe the above

cases. It makes possible to verify the model of relatlvlatlc Ion

hypernuclear production I tse l f and to limit the parameters

entering It by using the values for cross seotlons already
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measured. It further allows to predict the production rates of

species now under experimental study and even more Importantly,

It points at hypernuclel which were produced abundantly in the

process employed, but not analysed. They may s t i l l be extracted

and give uaeful information.

The production of K- and especially of i-mesons in high

energy nuclear collisions is large - e .g . [6] . (The latter be In?

more abundant by a factor of -10 ). Thus the secondary yields of

hypernuolel through (Kit) arid UK) reactions may be quite

appreciable and reach values comparable with the primary direct

prooess. As this problem was only mentioned previously, we feel

proper to treat It more quantitatively here and to Introduce a

model for describing i t .

Chapter 2 reminds briefly the model of coalescence hyper-

nuolear primary production and specifies the parameters pertinent

to target and hypernuolel studied. Third chapter Is devoted to

the secondary (x K ) A-hypernuclear production. Chapter 1

displays the results followed by fielr discussion in the conclud-

ing part.

3. Coalescence model

The details of the calculation method of hypernucleus forma-

tion oroas sections based on the coalescence model are described

In previous papers C3] and only a summary is given here.

According to the coalescence model, t'»e formation cross

section of A hypernuoleus Is expressed by the product of A

particle and nuolear fragment production cross sect ions as

follows:

(2.1)

where k0 Is the momentum per particle, mA • MA/Hn, ty • Hp/Hn, Y

• [1*(ko /Hn)2] l / 2 , Hn Is the nuoleon maaa, MA Is the A partlol*

mass, Hp i s the fragment mass, and o_ Is the reaction oroas

section.

nuolear fragment, whloh is given by

nt
(2.2)

The sum runs over bound states of A particle. £fAF(nl) Is given

by

where a -

t/fo) -3 for os-state,

(•?o)'3(« / l f./o)2 for op-stato,
(2.3)

l n d l 9 t h *
osci l lator size parameter given by Hit /MA>/JiuA] . In the

numerical ca lcu la t ions , we employ a parameter value of bA

associated with the frequency fiuA • 30A" 3MeV. Here we took the

parameter values for BAF as specified In Table 1 and for Ne»Ne

reaction eAF - 5.53 fm was adopted, whioh originates from the

choice 8. - t . (• 3.9) fa). Those values correspond to the
A F

extent of the normal nucleus consisting of the projectile and

target nucleons and the rms radius is given by R - /3/2Bj.
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For the production cross sectlona of the A particle and

nuclear fragment F, we resort to the model calculations which

reproduce the existing data quite well.
T.peluslve cross section d'o'*'/dkg of A particle production

is evaluated by the statistical phase space model [3].

The main production of nuclear fragments comes from periph-

eral Ian collisions. The nuclear fragments show typical factori-

zation of cross sections into a target and a projectile, typical

momentum distributions and isotope production ratios . In the

rest frame of the projectile (or the target), the cross section

Is parametrized in the non-relatlvlstlo approximation as

(2.1)

Q | /where Qg|/ arc the threshold Q values of various break-up

channels of the projectile (or the target) into the observed

fragments, T is the temperature parameter, uF • MnAp.(Ap-Ap)/Ap

and oQ - wrg(Ap
/3+A1/3-6)S with 6 - 1 . 6 . The Isotope yields In

various heavy-ion col l is ions at e.g. 2.1 GeV/nucleon are well

reproduced with the temperature T • 8 HeV.

3. Secondary production processes

The degree of agreement between the theory of primary

process described here and the experiment [1,5] allows us to

Justify and verify not only the parameters characterizing the

primary process (spatial and tine distributions of the Interact-

ing matter), but also the extent and competition of the secondary

hypernuclear productions. The latter are mainly due to mesons

produoed at the primary stage. If those mesons can s t i l l induce

the strangeness exchange reactions in nuclear fragments emerging

from the primary reaction with sufficient efficiency. It repre-

sents an additional source of hypernuclel.

Limitations on the efficiency of the secondary process are

the cross-sections of meson productions in the re lat lv i s t lo ion

col l i s ion , cross-sections of strangeness exchange reactions In

the elementary process and espeolally In the process on a nuolear

target and finally the kinematics (the momenta ma toning). The

last mas cause that even the abundant mesons do not find a

fragment to produoe a hypernuoleus.

The yields and spectra of mesons K and * are shown for the

energy 2.1 GeWA and medium light nuclei in Fig.la,b. The main

difference between K and * productions is the Intensity and the

angular shape of spectra. Remarkably enough, * mesons are

produced almost 103 more intensively. As for geometry, the <

produotlon is more forward concentrated than K ons and it is thus

better suited for the seoondary prooeas klnenatlos. The yields

of ntsons depend only very weakly on energy of the Incident bean

- an Increase from 2 to 5 GBV/C causes an increase of 20) In the

meson production cross sections. The oross sections of Ne»Ne •

i~X and St*Sl •• R X may be compared with experiment and they

agree reasonably well (of. Figs , la , b) . In F i g s . l e d , the
12 12theoretioal yields or r and K mesons are shown for C* C

reaction at energy used in Dubna experiment [1,53. Three ordera

of magnitude gain in favor of ••< mesons Is again seen. At p a of
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interer; (1.1 GeV/o for it mesons and 0.8 OeV/c for K" mesons,

where the elementary strangeness productions peak at 0°) this

factor Is none 300 and there is similar relative amount of both

•esons In the forward cone.

The total cross-sections for the elementary A-produotlons

through K~ and »* mesons are compared In Fig.2. It Is seen there

that for p l m b > 1 OeV/o, o t o t U,p l a b ) do no', differ by more than

one order of magnitude, whereas for lower momenta the threshold

of (*K) reaction cuts off i t s yield (the threshold appears at

p* _ - 0.89 CeV/c in the elementary reaction and at lower values

on nuclear targets) . For the sake of completeness, the elemen-

tary differential cross-section do/dn lab at Q,( - 0 and 20" for

the reaotlon n(**K*)/i Is displayed in Fig.3 [7,83. That cross-

aeotlon will be needed In calculation of the total hypernuclear

production as a function of p* later in this chapter.

All the above data suggest that the (»*K*) secondary

production should be much more e f f i c i e n t than (K~w ) one,

estimated In [33 to contribute by three orders of magnitude less

than the primary process.

The model for the secondary (itK) production, involving the

Batching conditions on momenta and velocit ies of Intervening

mesons and fragments, Is described In the Appendix in order to

make the discussion here easier to follow. The total oross-

aection 0 r for produolng the hypernucleus ,F via the secondary
A *

(irK) reaotlon In a re lat lv iat lc Ion co l l i s ion , based on it end

fragment distributions used In Chap.a is given by Eq.(A,15) as

The formation of the hypernucleus F̂ by i-meson with momentum p^

in the UK) reaction Itself, entering Eq.(3.1) is given by

"IK Piab) - J.(PJ"\

« N_

lab "

P i a b , e£ab)dn,
W ft J

(3.2)°K 'u"lab

In the usual laboratory frame (pF • 0, p, / /z) . In Eq.(3.1), a Is

the klnematloal factor [7] for transforming from 2-body lab

system to A-body lab system (see however [8] for the importance

of s p i n - f l i p term g and separate transformation of f and g

amplitudes of the elementary process.) ~ — ( p l a b , e i a b ) Is the
allab *

elementary lab differential cross-section at GJ and for 6V - 0
K it

and 20*. It la given in Fig.3. Effective neutron numbers N# f f

are shown for two reac t ions l|He(ii*K*)J[He(sjJ.2 s f ^ , 0*, OS) and
12Cdt*K*)'^C(P3j2 8^/2' 1"' o s ) l n ri*-1' T n e v a r e sharply

peaked at 8K - 0 and especially for higher momenta of Incoming *-

neaons, one can safely cut off the angular integration at 3jJ -

15*. The mass dependence of N e f f is more pronounced at higher

P, • Eq.(3,2) may be further almpllfl«d when one negleots the

(very smooth) angular dependence of the factor a and for ^

adopts the value corresponding to Ou • 0. Then, °uy^P1t )

obtained under the approximation

"lab (3.3)
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are displayed In Fig.5. They are peaked around P a -1.1 GeV/c

and fa l l off below 1 Mb only very slowly for large ir-meson

momenta (pjab>1.5 GeV/o).

Already a rough approximation of Eq.(3.1), described In Ref.

C9], gives a reasonable estimate of the secondary (it*,K*) process

contribution and places It at 10J of the primary one.

The actual calculations using the Eq.(3.1) yielded cross-

seotlons as shown In Table 1 . They are on the average roughly

10S of the primary effect, but the detailed Inspection reveals

extremely Interesting properties. Due to high veloci t ies of it

mesons, the fragments can be reached in times comparable with

nuclear times and thus, even very "unstable" fragments will yield

hypernuolel (which oan be then more stable due to the stabilizing

role of A). The relatlrlotlc kinematics thus makes possible to

work with radioactive targets and exotic hypernuclear species may

be produced (as e.g. neutron deficient C hyperlsotopes) and

studied eff ic ient ly . Knowing the energy of it produced and the

lifetime of fragment to be bombarded, even the topology of

re lat lv ls t lo heavy Ion reaction can be reconstructed. Further,

dua to the same struoture reasons for whloh the production of jJHe
n

und ^Be is enhanced in the primary process, In the secondary

(»*K*) process are jJHe and ®Be populated most strongly. As the

1-tter are, however, not expeolally preferred In the primary

process, their secondary population Is even stronger than the

primary one. In some other cases, the secondary (»*K*) process

amounts to more than ZOt (as e.g. in ĵ Be, 1 Jc) . A study of j|Li

population would shed light directly on the secondary process and

Its mechanism (and would test the model used here to describe i t )

as this hypernucleus is not populated in the primary stage. The

secondary production of heaviest hypernuclel for a given reaction

(with A equal A of the target/projeotlle) Is not effective due to

fragmentation mechanism (the elastic scattering is exoluded).

In estimating the importance of secondary (n*K*') production,

one has to keep in mind the complementary production through SCX

(single charge exchange) reaction p*~ * K°A. which has the same

cross-seotion at eK - 0 as the nir* * K*A one and the yields of *"

are comparable to those of it* (as demonstrated in Flg.1). Thus,

the cross-sections of Table 1 appear twice, second time corre-

sponding to production of neighbouring hypernucleus with 1 proton

less and 1 neutron more. Hence e.g. jjc production is accom-

panied by the production of ^B with practically the sane oross-

seotlon.

4. Results and their experimental Impact

The theoretical results ror primary production obtained here

are summarized In Table 2 and visualized further in Fig.6. In

the Table, a l l the hypernuolel produced with oross sect ions

larger than 0.05 ub have been lnoluded only In order to make It

easier to follow the reasoning.

A s imple comparison of y ie lds exhibits a pronounoed

enhancement at ^He, 'Be, 'j[B ('j[c) and '*N. First two peaks are
1 ? 19

even stronger for C beam than for that or F which reflects

better matching in former case. The third (1
AB, j(C> peak is not

encountered for C beam as the combined mass of target and
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1 2projectile Is barely sufficient for creation of ftC. Similar
7 5

phenomenon Is seen In LI case t where the .He hypernucleus Is

s t i l l seen, but not as strong as In C and F cases.

Another Interesting phenomenon Is the hyperlsobarlc or

hyperlaotoplc regularity or, more explicitly, the distribution of

cross-seot lons for one in i t ia l channel leading to different

hypernuclel. This distribution is approximately constant for

different beams (except when at the edge of the mass of the beam)

and thus, the most abundant species remain to prevail In other

experimental set ups.

Comparison of Table 2 and results of coalescence model for

p*Ne and Ne+Ne reactions [3] demonstrates olearly that although

the general shape of the total cross-section aa a function of A

and Z remains very roughly similar (again except In the region at

the aass edge, given by A of the projectile or t a r g e t ) , the

detai led behaviour cannot be derived by a straightforward

extrapolation.

The comparison of corresponding values In Table 2 with

available experimental ones [4J reveals a good agreement: Tor He

beam, Ref.[l|] gave 0.2 ub of ?H whereas our theoretical value Is
A

0.29 ub. For 7U1 beam, Ref.[t] auggeated an upper limit only,

whioh has been out there at 1 ub. Socond column of Table 2

Indicates that i t Is rather generous upper l imi t as the

theoretloal value Is around 0.16 ub when combined with the (nK)

yield. For the experimental data under investigation [ 5 ] . the

present model gives 0.18 pb and 0.13 ub cross-sections for 12C

(12C) and 19F 0\t) beams (resulting fragments), respectively.

Those values are emphasized In both Table 2 and Fig.6.

Simple Inspection of Table 2 reveals, however, that the

hypernuulel chosen for detection In experiments [1,5] are not

necessarily the optimal ones from the point of view of the

intensity or events appearance. The hypernuclel of jJHe, jjBe,

,B, ?C, ,N would bring the order of magnitude Increase In
A A A

number of events . Even If we take the l imitat ion of the

experimental set up [1 ,5] , which takes it" and demands a stable

nucleus resulting after the weak »~ hypernuclear decay (or at

least nuoleus l iv ing much longer than the A l i f e - t ime of

2 . 6 . 1 0 " 1 0 s ) , there i s s t i l l su f f i c i ent amount of "better"

hypernuclei to be detected. (In the last column of Table 2,

those long living nuclei are indicated, if they exist.) In this

respect, jjse and j[Be are not useful as they end up in LI and B

nuclei, both being unstable with respect to the proton emission

[10] (of. the last column or Table 2). In addition, there Is on*

very important limitation in using w~ mesonle weak decay of A

hyperon in hypernucleus as a signature: the Pauli blocking. It

Is well known [11] that the mesonlc weak decay of hypernuclel

becomes dranatloally suppressed with increasing A. Thus, already

in 1j[c, this decay mode Is several times less rrequent than the

non-nesonlc one. In this respect, lighter hypernuclel should be

preferred when attempting to detect w~ mesons from their weak

decay. Taking all the above said, into consideration, the most

suitable and efficient hypernuclel for the experiment [1,5]

should be JJH and J»: In oases with 7L1, 12C and F beams, one
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would gain a factor of 3-5 In intensity of production and another

order of magnitude due to the ratio of non-mesonlc vs mesonic

weak decay of hypernucleus.

It should be further mentioned In passing that the ratio of

the production of jjH vs JH is quite Important in view of the

discussion on the reaction mechanisms (direct vs compound) [12]

and also In view of the poorly known binding energy of jrH, which

is very small, anyway. A successfully performed experimental

analysis [5] on ftC and jJF would, on the other hand, give

indirectly an Independent Information on the ratio mesonlc vs

non-mesonic weak hypernuclear decays. Equally Important would be

the measured value for the lifetime of such a "heavy" hyper-

nucleus.

5. Conclusion

The t o t a l cross -sect ions calculated for high energy

collisions of light Ion beams with C target in the coalescence

•odel have been obtained here fjr %e, 7L1, '2C and '9F ions,

measured recently at Dubna. Where available, the experimental

and theoretical values agrtte very well and are well below 1 ub.

Theorntloal values have however revealed that not the optimal

hyparnuclei (the largest production cross-reactions combined with

at l l l appreciable *~ mesonlc weak decay) have been necessarily

used. It has been suggested that the best optimal tuning should

detect AH and Ĥ and after *" decay, ''lie and 3He nuclei (In terns

of experimental trigger [1,5], It la 2,1,2).

In contrast to the secondary (K~*) hypernuclear production,

the model for (*K) production [U*K*) and U",K0)] here yielded

rather appreciable contribution, constituting some 201 (and often

more) of the primary production, and should be taken into

account. It further Improves the agreement with the experiment.

Due to the re la t lv l s t i c kinematics, it makes possible a produc-

tion of hypernuclei on unstable fragments and it thua yields some

e x o t i c hypernuclei and introduces a time scale into the

relatlvlstic Ion reaction region.

Numerous discussions with S. Khorozov, J. Lukstins and their

collaborators were essential in understanding the experiments

performed at LVE or JINR Dubna. J .2 . appreciates highly the

support by Prof. T. Yamazakl and Grant-ln-AId for Speoial

Scientif ic Research on Meson Science of the Japanese hlnlatry of

Education, Sclenoe and Culture, which made this collaboration

possible and so e f f ic ient . H.B. and M.S. ar« also Indebted to

the latter for support.
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Appendix

It i s assumed that the system attains a s ta t i s t i ca l l y

equilibrated state after col l is ion of the projectile with the

target and enters into an explosion stage at the time t-0. We

assume also that the system in this stage is described with one-

particle distributions of constituent particles, p(p,r,t). In

this stage, the collision of plons with nuclear fragments causes

production of hypernuclei AF via the process F(»*,K*)JF and the

decrease of the number of plons, SN, (that i s , the Increase of

the number of hypernuolel ftF, SN F>. in a time interval t , t*6t

is given by

- SN

oHY(F(»*,K*)AFip1[,pF)pf.(pr,r,t) (AD

There, (1-n.F) denote the momentum and spatial distributions

of the hypernucleus ftF via the process mentioned above. The

quantity v<p1|tp(,) Is related to the relative velocity between

plona and the fragment,

v(?.?') 2 -
(A2)

- cp/E(p) .

Since the mass of plons Is much smaller than that of nuclear

fragments, plons propagate through the fragment sea rapidly. We
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are then allowed to assume that the time-variation of p« Is

negligibly slow compared to that of p ,

PF(p,r,t> = pF(p,r,t-0) - pF
01(p,?) (A3)

As the number of plons lost during the collision with fragments

Is negligible, we can adopt also the following approximation!

P.(p.r.t) = p' 0 ) ( p , r - v t ) , (AH)

.CO)
where pjj and v are Ini t ia l d i s t r ibut ion of plons and the

v e l o c i t y , respect ive ly . Integrating Eq.(Al) and using Eqa.

(A3)-(A1), we get the expression for the to ta l number of

hypei-nuclel ftF produced In the secondary process as follow;

V

p^dppdr p£0)(p1,,r)v(p1I.p(.)/v(p1I)

When the relation v(p]t)>>vF(pF) Is assumed and

close to 1, Eq.(A.S) Is reduced to

(A5)

(A6)

is

(A7)

The distribution P Is related to the production cross section

In the collision between the projectile and the target, d o . / d p ,

as
H 3 .

, (A8)

spatial distribution of tne produced particle 1 normalized as

jD1(f)d? • 1 . (A9)

In Introducing1 the relat ion (A8), the correlation between the

space and the momentum i s negleoted. Expression (A8) reduces

equation (AT) to

ojj.f (p,) (AID

If the spa t ia l distribution Dj(r) Is spherical, o ( f f (p 1 | ) i s

independent of p̂  and In the case of uniform distributions in

spheres with radii R, and RF> It takes the following form

"eft • 3""V^'

where f(O Is defined by

(A12)

tU)

I | t / j d

• {

l / f 1 d
V ' 0
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In particular Units, Table 1

"err X

t-o

5*-

(A13)

The secondary production cross set tion of the hypernuoleus o F Is

given by a product of •• and K p as,
A

The final expression for the total cross-seotlon or the secondary

UK) production o F Is

°eff
. (A15)

Equation (A15) dearly shows the meaning of ° e r f . namely that

"HY^eff "^responds t 0 t h e effective probability for the produc-

tion of the hypernucleus fF via the collision of plons with the

frtgeent F.

Secondary (n*,K*) productions (In ub
(omitted are those below 0.003 »b)

Hypernuoleus

: -
3 H e

! »

S*
!"
S -
I"
I*
i*s *

1 0 A ^

' S -
" B

'!«

Target's
'cn^' i /S 1

12.3/

stable

0.6MeV

1.5MBV

O.Ssec

stable

92keV

stable

53days

6.8«V

stable

O.5kev

1.6O06y

stable

19seo

stable

2O.Hmln

0.02seo

stable

stable

lOmln

12C*12C
(3.7OeV/A)

0.037

0.285

0.010

0.039

0.012

0.032

0.010

0.027

0.023

0.122

0.014

0.012

0.005

0.011

0,003

0.011

0.008

2 0Ne*2 0N,
(5GeV/A)

0.023

0.165

0.032

0.035

0.009

0.025

0.010

0.019

0.018

0.082

0.017

0.016.

0.008

0.016

0.005

0.021

0.016

0.004

0.081

0.021

0.016
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Figure Captions
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0.06

0

0.23

0.18

0.07

0.07

1.27

0.25

0.26

1.38

0.09

0.92

0.37

0.77

0.76

0.07

1.31

0 . H

0.17

0.57

0.29

0.08

0.16

0.13

-!«>>i

' 3 C

" c

• *»
11

15

16

16

I B ,

18Ne

19p

as resulting from reactions indicated at energies and

angles given. Comparison with existing data Is to be

found In Figs. 1a and b.

Fig.2. Comparison cf the total elenentary cross sections (In lib)

for the production reactions KN * An and iN * AK.

Fig.3. Cross section for -he (nK) produtlon or the hypernuoleus

at angles SK - 0, 20" In the many-body laboratory frame.

By the dotted l i n e , the sp in - f l ip contribution is

extracted and emphasized.

Flg.U. Effective nucleon numbers (as a function or p, and 0^* )

for the («K) reactions on *«« and 12C targets at three

plon momenta corresponding to the hypernuolaar ground

state population.

Fig.5. Total oross-aeottons for production ef ^He, 'Jo at

various p*8b.

Fig,6. The re la t lv l s t l c ion primary hypernuolear productions

( t o t a l cross sect ions) for four beams Indicated .

Displayed are only strongest populations for each group

or hyperlsobarea. The hyperlsotopea Identif ied In

experiments [",,5] are visualized by arrows.
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